
Automation is occurring across almost every industry sector, and the freight industry  

is no exception. The future will see a reduction in manual processing, more automated  

dimensioning and smarter data use. 

The Future of the Freight Industry
5 Ways to Stay on Top

of data obtained and the ways in which 

this captured data can be used more 

than compensates for any additional 

process steps. 

Companies that strive for automatic, 

seamless processes wherever possible 

will benefit from efficiency and transpar-

ency and be able to provide better ser-

vice to their customers than those who 

remain stuck in the old, manual ways.

What to do to stay on top
The next two pages address the ways in 

which freight companies are leveraging 

technology to automate processes and 

get ahead of the competition.

The success of freight and LTL compa-

nies lies in finding efficiencies wher-

ever possible to offset thin margins and 

keep ahead of fiercer-than-ever compe-

tition. Automation of routine tasks cuts 

costs, speeds up processes and elim-

inates inefficiencies and inaccuracies. 

By choosing equipment that performs 

manual tasks or seamlessly collects 

and transfers data, the industry is taking 

strides toward a more automated future.

Automate and accelerate
In the past, there was a common mis-

conception that taking extra steps to au-

tomatically capturing data would slow 

down the freight-handling process. It is 

now widely understood that the quality 
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1
The solution
Automated dimensioning, weigh-

ing and identification creates a 

complete shipment profile in just 

one step. 

Benefits
 ` All data in one step

 ` No human error

 ` No messy paperwork on the dock

 ` Traceable, legal-for-trade processes

 ` Improved planning and customer communication

Automatic lean processes 
Freight companies need a complete shipment profile. Keeping the data-capture  

process as lean as possible is the key to optimizing efficiency.

2
The solution
Dimensioners that measure any 

pallet and do not disrupt operations 

will have maximum impact  

on profitability.

Benefits
 ` Proper payment for transport

 ` Fair pricing for customers

 ` Revenue recovery

 ` Data for vehicle scheduling and load planning

Dimensional-weight pricing 
The industry is seeing a steady shift toward dimensional-weight pricing, from pricing per pallet, 

customer-specific pricing and classification pricing.

3
The solution
A seamlessly integrated solution 

that combine dimensions, weight 

and ID gives you all the data 

required for invoicing, costing and 

planning.

Benefits
 ` Clear understanding of shipment mix

 ` Fair pricing and contracting

 ` Understanding of expected loads for space 

optimization

 ` Trend analysis for continuous improvement

Data for profiling & load planning 
The right data can be used to correctly gauge freight costs, plan operations 

and analyze trends for continuous improvement.

5 Focus Areas 
For Efficient Freight Logistics

Here we discuss five trends in the freight industry. Discover the solutions that will help 

freight and LTL companies to stay on top of the wave.

` www.mt.com/transport-tl
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The solution
High-tech pallet-dimen-

sioners are integrated 

with cameras to add 

pictures to a ship-

ment's profile.

Benefits
 ` Easily review a pallet's con-

tent and condition

 ` Save time and money in pro-

cessing damage claims

 ` Offer transparent service to 

customers

 ` Optimize processes to avoid 

damage

Cameras for security & 
damage checks
Missing and damaged items are a reality. Cameras help to 

track freight and identify where and how something went 

wrong.

5

5

The solution
Proactive testing and 

preventative maintenance 

helps to catch potential 

problems early. Remote 

monitoring allows service 

providers to quickly inter-

vene if required. 

Benefits
 ` Minimum downtime

 ` Reduced service costs

 ` Quick fixes stop costly 

problems from arising

Proactive service  
for uptime
A non-functioning system can slow down your operation or 

bring it to a halt. The trend is to anticipate and avoid prob-

lems before they occur. 
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3 times faster
The best pallet dimensioner is one that doesn't slow down your operation. 

Twice as fast as its predecessor and three times as fast as other laser-based 

dimensioners, the quick measuring time of the TLD870 means no slow-down 

in operation.

Measure every pallet, first time
Some surface types, such as black plastic and other reflective wrappings, can 

cause problems for dimensioners. The TLD870 gives an accurate reading on 

99% of surface types for easy, efficient revenue recovery  

on any pallet. 

Fast and Hassle-Free
New Pallet Dimensioner

Our new and improved pallet dimensioner provides faster measuring speeds, improved 

readability and lower cost of ownership. Freight companies need to measure pallets 

fast. The new TLD870 speeds up the measuring process and keeps operations running 

smoothly. 

 ` www.mt.com/TLD870-tl
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Clever set-up and maintenance 
Spend time and money on tasks other than maintaining your di-

mensioner. The system constantly checks performance status for 

quick service intervention if needed. Dimensioners are easy-to-in-

stall and quickly replaced for low-cost,  

hassle-free ownership.

Seamless integration 
The TLD870 can be supplied as a dimensioner only or with your 

choice of floor or forklift scale or barcode reader and data merg-

ing software. Data is communicated seamlessly with no need to 

change your existing IT infrastructure.

Highest uptime 
Choosing a dimensioner with no moving parts is key to ensuring up-

time. With no critical elements exposed to dust and dirt and no ex-

ternal moving parts, the TLD870 provides reliable performance over 

time. The system is mounted overhead, out of the way of forklift  

traffic and safe from knocks and bumps.
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Time is Money
Save Both with Forklift Scales
Are your forklift drivers sitting in line to use a scale? Is there a long dis-

tance to your weighing station? Do you think you need more operators to 

handle weighing tasks? You might be surprised at how much your pro-

ductivity and profits could benefit by investing in forklift scales.

` www.mt.com/VFS120-tl
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If you struggle to 
meet cut-off times…

By weighing pallets as you move from inbound to 
outbound, you eliminate an unnecessary process 
step, gaining time and speeding up handling. 

If you need more  
space in the warehouse… 

Every square foot of your warehouse is precious. 
Forklift scales optimize transportation routes through 
the warehouse, eliminating the need for a static 
weighing station and helping to create a lean, 
streamlined process. 

If you need an efficient  
way to check shipment quality…

Quickly and easily check product weight to make 
sure it meets delivery requirements as part of a lean 
manufacturing process. Your scale will count the 
number of individual items and seamlessly integrate 
with your quality management system.

If you need to meet  
SOLAS regulations…

Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) legislation requires 
that all containers loaded onto a ship have a ver-
ified weight certificate. Forklift scales provide the 
ideal solution for weighing and calculating the total 
of multiple shipments. 



Plan Ahead and Ensure Uptime
How to Monitor Equipment Proactively
Unscheduled downtime can be detrimental to your productivity and your bot-

tom line. Proactive monitoring and a few simple precautions will make sure 

that your equipment works when you need it the most.

` www.mt.com/service-tl

Remote support

System monitoring  
for peace of mind 
InTouchSM remote monitoring keeps 

an eye on your system so that you 

don't have to. It monitors the health 

of the vital components of your mea-

suring equipment and gives you an 

immediate notification if something is 

not as it should be. 

Fix problems without  
a technician on site 
Many problems can be identified 

and even fixed without any physi-

cal interaction. InTouch remote ser-

vice minimizes downtime by allowing 

a METTLER TOLEDO service expert to 

intervene from any location.
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InTouchSM
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Services for transport & logistics
Learn how to ensure uptime of dimensioning, 

weighing and scanning equipment.

www.mt.com/Service-tl
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Proactive on-site support

31
DAY

$

Schedule service  
when convenient 
Nothing is more inconvenient than an 

out-of-service system during produc-

tion hours. A System Test Report de-

livered after a calibration check en-

ables you to schedule preemptive 

service at a time that is convenient 

for you.

Reduce unbudgeted  
expenses
Over time, data gathered by techni-

cians on when and why service is 

needed can be analyzed and used to 

plan for service, spare parts, mainte-

nance and replacement. This means 

you can plan up front and avoid un-

budgeted expenses.

Prevention is  
better than cure
To ensure that performance is kept 

at peak levels over time and to sig-

nificantly reduce the likelihood of un-

scheduled service, schedule regular 

preventative maintenance with a tech-

nical expert.
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Every Operation is Different
Pick the Service Package That's Right for You
To gain maximum benefit from your measuring and weighing equipment, each system 

must be properly installed, calibrated and maintained. Choose a service package tailored 

to your budget and uptime needs.

How crucial is uptime for your operation? Often this depends on a blend of throughput (how many pal-

lets you process per day), the value of the goods you send and the size of your facility. We can put to-

gether tailored care packages based on your needs. For an overview of our available standard service 

packages, view the table on the next page.

` www.mt.com/transport-service-tl
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METTLER TOLEDO Maintenance Packages

Coverage BasicCare StandardCare ComprehensiveCare

Preventive Maintenance
• Inspection and cleaning of all  

mechanical components 
• Inspection and testing of  

electronic components 
• Inspection for wear and damage

  

Equipment Operational Testing   

Preferred Service Intervention   

Discounted Repair Labor   

Technical Hotline Access  

Repair Labor Coverage in Case  

of Equipment Breakdown
 

Spare Parts Coverage 

Calibration and Verification Added according to your requirements and regulations

Care Package Benefits With a Basic Care package, 

you ensure continuous pro-

ductivity and reduce the risk 

of downtime. Basic Care is 

perfect for non-critical sys-

tems and ensures uptime 

with a periodic, pre-planned 

maintenance program.

Standard Care safeguards 

you against unexpected repair 

labor costs while ensuring 

continuous high performance. 

Benefit from priority interven-

tion and access to our techni-

cal hotline.

Maximize uptime and opti-

mize performance with Com-

prehensive Care. This pack-

age helps you avoid risk 

and protect your equipment 

against downtime, perfor-

mance issues and unex-

pected labor and repair costs.



Download the Freight Solutions Guide

 `www.mt.com/freight-solutions-tl

www.mt.com/ind-tl
For more information

All the Solutions You Need
For Profitable Freight Logistics

Do you want to speed up weighing, recover revenue with dimensioning or get more out of your data? 

A new guide presents solutions that can drive your productivity and create more profitable processes 

in Freight and LTL. Discover how you can:

METTLER TOLEDO Group
Industrial Division
Local contact: www.mt.com/contacts

Subject to technical changes
©02/2018 METTLER TOLEDO. All rights reserved
Document No. 30399325
MarCom Industrial

• Make weighing a one-step process with forklift scales

• Receive all the data in seconds with automatic dimensioning

• Choose the right floor scale to meet your operational needs

• Manage uptime with system test reports and monitoring

• Determine the best service package for you!


